Infering how Emotional Intelligence could improve Mental Toughness thus Happiness consequentially improving employee Performance.
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Abstract
Potential optimisation found as a concomitant of mental-toughness, however productive internal activities distinguishes this potential and such activities are governed by emotions. This studies aim was identifying connections of this sort proposing how emotional-intelligence can facilitate our nation’s workforce to meet, with enhanced happiness their professional potential.

Introduction
Can we all take control of our professional performance, can those good days become great days, can those great days become more frequent. (Neck et al., 2016; O’Boyle Jr. & Anguins, 2012).

Those who appear to do so are individuals who contently perform at the upper end of their capabilities regardless of the circumstances.

Such abilities are possessed by those top performers are facilitated by the adaptive trait;

Mental toughness (MT) 4-Dimensional trait

Confidence (in own abilities and others)  
Control (one’s own life and emotions)  
Commitment (to personal achievements and aims)  
Challenge (towards change in life at challenges not as threats)

(Clough, Earle & Sewell, 2002)
All abilities conducive to high performance, but all of which are said to be emotionally-based (Cowden, 2016)

Henceforth abilities that would appear to benefit from a performance concomitant Emotional Intelligence (EI).
An ability successfully trained my many, via training programs that derive results that appear to mirror that of MT. Such as:

- Improvements in work morale (Groves et al., 2008),
- Lower stress (Saadi et al., 2012),
- A more apt ability to succeed in the face of challenge (Schutte & Malouf, 2002)

Although such connectedness prior to this study have not been made known. Henceforth the following hypothesis were formulated for testing:

H1-MT levels will differ significantly across the three performance categories.
H2-Employees engaging in more EI behaviour will report higher MT.
H3-Employees with higher MT will report higher happiness levels.
H4-Significant differences will exist in the mean EI of males and females.
H5-There is a positive correlation between MT and age.

Although a moderate positive correlation existed between employee age and MT level, $r (88) = .30$, $p < .008$.

Discussion

MT encompassing adaptive underlying attributes facilitating high performance (Connaughton et al., 2010)

A concept primarily applied in sports contexts (Clough et al., 2002) although as the positive correlation (H1) suggests its applicability in professional life is evident and therefore it trained, holds potential to bring with it many invaluable performance benefits.

MT is grounded for ability to successfully utilise emotions and as H2 revealed the more frequently EI was engaged in the higher those individuals totalled MT.

Happiness in the workplace is related to the perceptions of individuals work life and job role experience (Neck et al., 2016), perceptions in emotions (Cowden, 2016), it is proven by H2 the more intelligent one is at utilising their emotions the higher the MT level, and as result the expectation as per H3 would be enhanced happiness.

Henceforth a further consequence of high MT and with EI holding the potential to improve upon it, it is a benefit that H5 suggests can:

- Assist the youth of the workforce to perform at higher level instead of performance improvements being left to the passage of time, in addition a form of training both sexes can equally benefit from (H4).

Conclusion and Future Direction

The studies aim was to demonstrate the propensity of fostering high performance, via variables like MT known to determine it, and through the observation of patterns throughout the literature it appeared EI is a potential method of achieving this goal and such an observation is one this study significantly supports.

With the primary benefits of enhanced performance and the secondary benefits varying from enhanced happiness proposed by this study, to a more apt ability to succeed in the face of challenge (Schutte & Malouf, 2002), all indicate concomitants of a happier individual which assuredly suits the conditions facing to high performance.

Such propositions provide a solution for employers and employees to compete more effectively in the 21st Century work environment, and retire having completed a well spent professional journey.
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